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Abstract.: The study concentrated on the fractal dimension of solar activity and climatic parameters. We analyzed comparatively for each parameter numerically. All values are estimated by Box Counting technique of fractal dimension. According to the theme of study, we used
a monthly dataset of Coronal Mass Ejection (Coronal Index (CI)), ElNino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO)
from 1954 to 2016. The time seriesof ENSO and QBO are distributed according to the CORONAL INDEX (CI) cycles (19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and
24) to understand their relationship in the perspective of persistence or
anti-persistence.The fractal dimension(D) represents the complexity and
Hurst exponent(H) indicates the long memory dependence of the selected
time series, with scaling constant (a, c). The results obtained indicate
the persistence (1 < D < 1.5) for CORONAL INDEX (CI) with distributed ENSO and QBO cycles. The fractional Brownian motion (fBm)
is also found long memory dependence (1 > H > 0.5) and locally lowpass signal for all studied cycles observed.A linear relationship implies
between Hurst coefficient and fractal dimension for a statistical assumption (H + D = 2).The fractal scaling instrument is established between
the global indices (ENSO & QBO) and solar activity (particularly CORONAL INDEX (CI)) cycles,the inverse correlation with ENSO and direct
with QBO are observed. The results obtained in this research work may
help to describe the solar-terrestrial relationship.
Key Words: Coronal Mass Ejection, El-Niño Southern Oscillation, Quasi-Biennial Oscillation, Fractal Dimension, Hurst Exponent, Fractional Brownian Signal.
1. I NTRODUCTION
Sun has an important role in driving the space weather. When the sun magnetic vibration occurs on behalf of occurrence various energy ejects out in space and reached out
towards the earth. The two main solar activities Coronal mass ejection and solar flare are
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also responsible for bringing the variation in space and earth weather [12,19]. Coronal
mass ejection from the solar corona is an important part of solar activity. There are two
types of CMEs Hallo’s one is partial Hallo and another is full Hallo. The full Hallo is a
complete disk outside the sun and follows the sunspot cycle than partial Hallo. Recently a
theory was presented as coronal index activity observed as a good candidate to express solar
activity especially with sunspot [2]. Various studies are established with a strong relationship between solar activities and global indices. In this communication coronal index solar
activity compares with global parameters using fractal dimension. Coronal mass ejection
occurs in the close region of the magnetic field that overlies the inversion line of the magnetic field [16]. The total energy at wavelength 530.3 nm within Fe XIV spectral emission
line is emitted by sun corona called the outermost atmospheric layer of the sun [1]. It is
acknowledged that sun energy contributes to the earth’s climate system (Rind 2002). The
interaction of sun-earth is considered solar-terrestrial astrophysics, through the emission
of particles, magnetic fields and electromagnetic radiation from one place to another [13,
15 and 21]. Astrophysical processes are highly nonlinear over wide ranges of spatial and
temporal scales [20 and 31]. In performing solar activity almost nothing happens in solar
minimum while the explosion of solar maximum causes to disturb the space weather and
engineering system on earth and space. These peaks are opposite extremes (maximum and
minimum) of solar activity. The maximum and minimum solar activity rotates with global
analogue El Niño and La Niña. The extreme terrestrial analogue El Niño and La Niña is an
opposite extreme of Pacific oscillation. In the period of every 2-7 years, the condition of
surface waters across the Pacific Equatorial Ocean is warm and cool. The warm episode is
El Niño and the cool episode is La Niña. In a piece of information, each one (El Niño and
La Niña) has its regional effect which is varied, like the extremes of the sun [11]. Similarly,
in the detection of QBO jointly with several solar indices (sunspot number, CaII area and
K index, 10.7 cm flux, coronal green line) are discussed and found the 1.3 yrs periodicity.
periodicity in the correlation of the green line intensity and magnetic field in the lower
corona, also the QBO revealed with green line coronal emission with time in the range of
1.5-4yrs [4]. The cycles range on timescales shorter than 1 yr.to the mid-term cycles or
so-called quasi-biennial oscillations (QBO) with a typical length of 1-4yr are studied in
the solar dataset by [25 and 34]. The influence of solar activity on the temperature in the
stratosphere ( 10-50 km) is hard to see in the QBO phase. The QBO is approximately 2
years of oscillations wind in the equatorial lower stratosphere [3]. The oscillation of zonal
wind and temperature is mainly found in the tropical stratosphere, the irregular oscillation
slightly longer than two years is called (QBO) [4, 31 and 20]. The reversal wind in the
stratosphere over the equator is alternate of westerly and easterly wind oscillation around
28 months. The statistical relationship between solar flare and the troposphere circulation
mechanism was represented in [31]. The mechanism finds which energetically weak signal
of solar variability can influence the condition in the lower atmosphere. According to solar flare theory, the particles interact with some greenhouse gases in the upper troposphere
and lower stratosphere, first to change radiation balance than to anomalies in the pressure
patterns and then the atmospheric circulation. The other more convincing evidence of solar
weather is presented by Labitzke and Van Loon [20]. They claimed QBO may be a possible factor that modulates by solar effects on the atmosphere. Their work is based on the
10.7-cm solar record of the winter temperature at 30mb during the last three solar cycles.
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The sunspot correlation is very low according to QBO westerly and easterly phase but in
winters temperature at 30mb are found strongly correlated. In the United States, a record
of solar activity pointed clearly to a severe winter through December 1989 from 1998 at the
west phase of QBO. In winter overall was mild except February. Although the solar-QBOweather relationship is new important, and unexplained in climate diversity. ENSO theories
are utilized to understand the diversity of climate and sun. There are several theories (statistical and stochastic time series analysis) that are suggested to define this diversity.Solar
forcing, modulated by the 11 yr solar activity and its intensity was illustrated as a nonlinear system of seasonal forcing, like a dominant factor causing in-contrast of regional
SSTs timescales studied by [38].Similarly, in one more study, these caused by a solar forcing at a frequency of 1.0 cycle/yr. and these periodic features are observed against global
climate data and found significant understanding for El Niño/La Niña phenomenon[6].The
mechanism of the existence of solar activity and climate also argue in a paper to fully understood nonlinear system (UV radiation, solar wind, and galactic cosmic rays being the most
promising candidates)[23].The periodicities analysis with the help of wavelet observed as a
fundamental solar cycle is interpreted as simply harmonics from underlying sunspot magnetism phenomena [37]. We suggest fractal dimension schemes in studied parameters and
wavelet base fractional Brownian motion utilized to understand high and low frequencies.
The iterative schemes of fractal dimension attractors are defined in [20 and 31]. The significant relationship between sunspots and corresponding ENSO time series data is established
[2]. These two events (ENSO and QBO) play a role in local weather and overall climate.
The variation of these events causes for global warming, hurricane, droughts, and flood,
etc. Due to the occurrence of solar activity may be an increase or decrease in the effects
of these events on earth climate. It is necessary to understand the structural dynamics of
solar and climatic data for future prognosis. In this paper, we study long-range dependence
(LRD) and with the help of the Hurst exponent check Brownian signal of the parameters.
The used value of the Hurst coefficient (H) and fractal dimension (D) is used to estimate
indexing parameters (CORONAL INDEX (CI), ENSO, and QBO) for length profile. While
the scope of this paper is to identify long memory dynamics relationship.
2. M ATERIAL AND M ETHODS
The research work in this manuscript utilizes the CORONAL INDEX (CI) from 1954 to
2016 along with the ENSO and QBO time series data. The distributed cycles are (1954.08−
1964.09), (1964.09 − 1976.04), (1976.04 − 1986.06), (1986.06 − 1996.03), (1996.03 −
2008.09), and (2008.09 − 2016) respectively. The research work done in this manuscript
includes the scheme of nonlinear scale (a × xD + c) is furnished in (sec: 2.1.1) and utilizes
the Box dimension or box-counting technique to understand the quasi-regular (persistent)
behavior of each selected duration. While we set estimate De, a roughness parameter, and
He, a long memory parameter dynamics estimated using fractals software.
2.1. Fractal Dimension of the CORONAL INDEX (CI)s, ENSO and QBO Activities.
TheClimatic indices such as ENSO,IOD, SST, QBO etc.,varyover many time scales.The
climatic indices time series along with the CORONAL INDEX (CI) time series can be
representedby a time fractal curve, so fractal methods are used to establish the order of
quasi regularity and irregularity and hence be possible to understand the self-similarity at
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various time scales. There are two approaches elaborated for fractal analysis, first one
elaborated by [21] for determining time series, geometric curve and the length of time
scaling curve. According to [21] and [14],H relates to the value of fractal.
H +D =2

(2. 1)

The second approach was elaborated by [3, 8, 21, 35], the representation of the time series
of general Brownian function and determining the process of time scaling and its statistical
characteristics by fractal methods. These functions, statistical characterize the process of
time-scaling by self-affinity [18 , 29].The technique used for fractal dimension is a nonlinear box-counting technique, which is a traditional and a more useful technique. The
complex system is using fractal geometry science understand nature is a similar-affine or
self-similar feature.The application of scaling properties of Astrophysical time series data
as a driver for the development of new concepts, notions, formalisms and techniques is
advantageous [4 and 30].
2.1.1. Fractal Dimension in using Box Counting Method. The grid base technique followed in the box-counting method. The image or time-series data can be selected by the
grid and count how many grid boxes are covering the part of the image or time-series data.
By repeatedly shrinking the size of the grid, the structure pattern may be captured more
accurately this technique of fractal dimension shown in equation (2.2). Where the number
of boxes represents by N and covering the pattern r is the magnification or the inverse of
the boxes, on the graph the slope of Y-axis log(N) against log(r) on the X-axis this ratio
label by fractal dimension (D) [7, 14, 28].
log (N )
(2. 2)
log (r)
In fractals software number of equations and techniques are available to approximate the
empirical curve, we used equation (2.3), the measurement equation of fractal law N (x) =
X D , which permit to measure also the fractal law deviation by a nonlinear equation[28].
D=

N (x) = aX D + c

(2. 3)

Where ‘D’represents the fractal dimension, ‘c’ corresponds to the point of origin of the
Y-axis and‘a’ is called the “pre-factor of shape”.
2.1.2. Hurst Exponent Associated to Fractal Dimension Scale. The Hurst exponent is used
in various applied mathematical areas, with the help of fractals and chaos theory, long memory processes (LRD) and spectral analysis are used to calculate the long term dependencies
of time series data [17]. It is a global phenomenon to estimate the smoothness of time series
data, which is related to the fractal dimension [26]. Hurst exponent is a concern for important world phenomena, for example, climatic dynamics [24], astronomy and astrophysics
[19], economy [10], geomagnetic field [33, 34], plasma turbulence [9] and traffic traces [5].
The importance measured of neuron networks in the body, the emitted color of the sun, the
surface of the sea during a storm, dust in the air, clouds, distribution of frequencies, trees,
etc., are attached with fractal dimension [14].The scale coefficient H-value is 0.5 (series
purely random uncorrelated) If 1 > H > 0.5 (series random walk, persistent and positive
auto correlation (fBm). If H < 0.5 (series cover less distance random walk, anti-persistent
and negative correlated (fBm)) while the Hurst exponent is 1 for periodic motion [24 and
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36].The Box-counting or box dimension technique is a popular technique to calculate mathematical and empirical estimation with ease [7].The main concerns of these analyses are
obtained on more insight into the complexity and structure of the system as defined in [22].
Under certain limiting assumptions summarize the relationship represents in [32] is given
below.
H
D
Correlation
Nature of process
> 0.5 < 1.5
Positive
Persistent
= 0.5 = 1.5
Zero
Brownian
< 0.5 > 1.5
Negative
Anti-Persistent height
‘H’ is directly related to D, in the modern approach,H is estimated by D. The modern
approach for calculating the Hurst exponent comes from fractal mathematics. With the help
of (H and D), long-range dependence (LRD) and roughness or complexity of monthly time
series (CIs, ENSO, and QBO) are observed and discussed in the next section.
3. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this paper,the long-range dependence (LRD) relation is observed using H (Hurst exponent) with the help of relation (H = 2 − D). Where D (fractal dimension) confine
roughness (smoothness) and complexity of the studied system. The studied parameters
(CI, ENSO, and QBO) checked by (H and D) values and based on H values fractional
Brownian signal (fBm) generated a sample path of the signal, 1000 samples. According
to fBm H > 0.5 represents long-range dependence and if H¡0.5 represents intermediate
dependence. fBm is a continuous-time Gaussian process which is followed 0 < H < 1. In
this study, different peaks and length of CI cycle (minimum 10.1 years and maximum 12.6
years) observed and corresponding (ENSO and QBO) monthly data in the same respect
of CI cycles is used. During all study parameter periods, the H values (0.52H0.98) is observed. That is based on (LRD) parameter indicates themost of the series persistent and this
tendency will remain for long future time-period. Consequently, D values (1 < D < 1.5)
is obtained which is a positive correlation of the process mean persistent (quasi-regular).
Separate H and D values of CI, ENSO, and QBO furnished in Table 1-3.
The solar activity parameter is done in Table 1. According to CI cycles, Hurst exponent
values displayed between 0.5 < HC.I < 1. The manifested results understand the long
future period of the CI cycles i.e., high present values followed high future value (most of
the part persistent). In the duration of the CI cycle,19 has high concentrated H value 0.928,
while among six CI cycles, cycles 23 concentrate low H value 0.685. Similarly, CI cycle
complexity (roughness) observed between1.072 ≤ DC.I ≤ 1.315, that is positive autocorrelation of the dynamical process. The CI cycles are continuous-time Gaussian process that
is why fBm follows 0 < H < 1, along with CI cycles shows low pass fBm signal of each CI
cycles exhibit long-range dependence depicted in Fig 1.In connection with sun-Earth, the
climatic parameter ENSO and QBO are discussed in contrast to solar activity (CI) parameter. ENSO 3.4 is the most effective climatic region that is overlapping in the region (3 and
4). It is important to understand the structural behavior of this time series data because it is
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a consequence of drought and flood.The (H and D) values are used to understand the complexity and LRD of ENSO data. Using non-linear scale persistent behavior of each ENSO
cycles and total data is observed depicted in Table 2. The ENSO total dataset HURST
and FRACTAL values (HEN SO3.4 = 0.571and, DEN SO3.4 = 1.48) are observed that is
a positive correlation of ENSO total dataset. In the case of each cyclic behavior, ENSO
preserved persistency i.e.,0.52 ≤ HEN SO3.4 ≤ 0.898 and 1.102 ≤ DEN SO3.4 ≤ 1.48. It
is clearly understood that ENSO contains positive correlation and long-range dependence
(LRD). ENSO fBm signal confines on low signal processing that is why the Hurst exponent
range lies between 0 < HEN SO3.4 < 1, the low processing signal define long-term dynamics of the study parameter and the fBm is self-similar in distribution is depicted in Fig
2. The other climatic parameter QBO also studied in contrast to CI using Hurst exponent
and fractal dimension. The monthly 30mb wind data used to understand the dynamics of
QBO data along with distributed cycles. The important effect of QBO relates to hurricanes
in the Atlantic and widely used for hurricane forecast, and also effective in cyclone and
monsoon rainfall. Using HURST and FRACTAL dimension persistency observed in cycles
and total data range depicts in Table 3. In total QBO data, the HURST and FRACTAL values (H > 0.5 and D < 1.4) observed showing a positive correlation, less roughness and
LRD process. In-case of cycles the Hurst and FRACTAL lower and higher concentrated
values lie (0.63 ≤ H ≤ 0.97 and 1.023 ≤ D ≤ 1.37) is observed. That thing established
the split cycles of QBO corresponding to CI shows long-range dependence (LRD) and indicates quasi-regular behavior that prolongs the forecast. The QBO signal processing (fBm)
demonstrates the continuous-time Gaussian series that is why the Hurst values lie between
(0.5 < H < 1). Similarly, strong low pass QBO signal defines long-range dependence and
self-similarity of the process depicts in Fig 3.
The comparative study of cycles and total dataset using non-linear scales of fractal regimes
showing highly persistency in coronal index behavior, in ENSO and QBO index furnished
in Table 4. The H value is 0.77 in the total length of CI while ENSO and QBO greater than
0.5 observed that exhibits random walk and cover more distance. While the fractal value
1.23 in the total length of CI less rough (complex) than ENSO and QBO are greater 1.4
and lesser 1.5. It indicates the total data series have regularity, among all parameters CI is
smoother than ENSO and QBO, ENSO and QBO are similar smoothness in total data series
cycle (19-24).In utilizing a particular scale (a × X D + c) persistency observed in all study
structure (CIs, ENSO and QBO).Regarding (H and D) all the dynamics of study parameters
are positively correlated in their behavior. Moreover,we develop the correlation instrument
between the fractal structure of CIs, ENSO and QBO. Using fractal correlation instrument
between parameters cycles, including total range. The long-term relation dependency of
ENSO on CIs solar activity with a correlation (-0.02736). It indicates higher solar activityweaker and less frequent El Niño activity. The minimum cycle phase may more frequent
in the generation of El Niño activity. Similarly, in long term relation of QBO on CIs solar
activity with a correlation (0.81398) showing QBO modulation around the maximum year
by sun intensity was more energetically enhanced. The long-range dependence relation of
CI with ENSO and QBO is furnished in fig 4. Cycles fractals showing the CI and QBO
is gradually moving together than ENSO that shows CI and QBO dynamics are positively
correlated while with ENSO cycles shows negative dynamics with CI.
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4. C ONCLUSION
The study comprises the Box counting technique for nonlinear scaling regime analysis. Although Box counting or Box dimension is a traditional method for obtaining the
fractal dimension and Hurst exponent,it gives better information about the dynamics of the
time series as compared to the others. These findings indicate persistency in the range
0.5 < H < 1. The results obtained are a very high degree of persistent behavior Coronal
Index (CI) and the Hurst exponent of durations are declining trend, a slightly less persistent behavior in ENSO, but got a positive slope in cyclic behavior and comparatively less
similar persistent behavior in QBO, it negatively oscillates trend behavior depicts in fig 4.
Several exponents of cycles are above 0.8 and some are below 0.8, namely the corresponding time-series parts were very persistent demonstrated in fig 4. Using fractal dimension the
instrument developed between Coronal Index (CI) and ENSO cycles, including total data
shows a negative correlation (-0.2736). The instrument between Coronal Index (CI) and
QBO cycles represents positive correlation (0.82899). Based on the above discussions, we
conclude that the Coronal Index (CI) activity cycle data harms the ENSO time series data.It
is established that if solar activity maximum than climatic parameters (ENSO) activity was
found weaker under the long-range dependence relation.While QBO modulation was more
important during periodicities around the maximum intensity of the solar activity, where
the solar cycle enhanced during activity maximum under long-range fractal relation. Other
solar activity indices may have a similar impact on the other climatically index data. In
almost all cases it was found that the dynamics are long-memorized,the order of regularity
and also self-similarity.
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